
A Sermon by Robert W. Prim

20th Sunday after Pentecost; October 6th, 2013

Lamentations 1:1-6; Psalm 137; 2 Timothy 1:1-14

“Suffering and the Road to Redemption”

~~~~~~~~

The Bible is not quiet about the suffering, sorrow, and pain of 

the human condition.  Indeed, Isaiah reminds us that the servant 

of God was “a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief,” and 

again Isaiah tells us that the servant of God “has borne our griefs 

and carried our sorrows.  The prophet Jeremiah would cry out 

“My grief is beyond healing, my heart is sick with in me.  O that 

my head were waters, and my eyes a fountain of tears, that I 

might weep day and night for the slain of the daughter of my 

people!”  

Lamentations, a book often associated with Jeremiah the 

weeping prophet, confronts the pain of loss head on with these 

words about the city of Jerusalem being overtaken and her 

people scattered in a great exile – “How lonely sits the city that 

once was full of people!... among all her lovers she has no one to 

comfort her; all her friends have dealt treacherously with her...” 

And the psalmist: “By the waters of Babylon we sat down and 

wept, when we remembered you, O Zion.”  And the author of 2 

Timothy was calling to mind tears of separation and the reality 

of imprisonment.  Our holy Scriptures are holy because they are 

real and do not shy away from human tragedy.  

Now I have to admit, the reality and the depth of pain and anger 

is sometimes so present in our holy Scripture we turn away from 
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it.  I did as I put this bulletin together.  Those of you familiar 

with Psalm 137 may have noticed that the last two verses were 

left off of our responsive reading.  On this World Communion 
Sunday in which we will take an offering to support the 

peacemaking work of our church and our denomination, I could 

not bring myself to force us all to say together: O city of  
Babylon, doomed to destruction, happy the one who pays you 
back for what you have done to us!  Happy shall they be who 
take your little ones and dash them against the rock! (vs.8,9).  

Maybe I should have included those verses?  The point to be 

made about them is not that God wants us to seek revenge, that 

God wants us to return evil for evil, that God wants us to repay 

anyone who hurts us with pound for pound of flesh; rather, the 

point of including those verses in the Bible and in our reading 

today could have been that we as human beings have such 

thoughts.  I do not have any problem imagining parents who 

have lost children to bombs, to raiding armies, to feckless 

government, to tyrants near and far feeling a powerful and deep 

anger at those who have stripped them of that which is most 

valuable in their lives.  Our Scriptures – the Hebrew Scriptures 

and the New Testament Scriptures – do not shy away from the 

fact that pain and suffering are part of the human condition.  But 

the way through the pain, suffering, grief, anger is a different 

path than offering a fist for a fist, a sword for a sword, a bomb 

for a bomb.

~~~~~~~~

One step in the right direction for dealing with our suffering is to 

recognize that suffering and pain is universal.  Some of us are 
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more comfortable than others, that is for sure, but every human 

being has to face over and over again the fact that we are finite 

creatures subject to all manner of broken-ness.  We are alike no 

matter where we live, no matter what religion, no matter what 

income, no matter education levels, no matter any distinctions 

we want to call to mind – all of us face hardship and pain.  We 

are one family in the very least by our common fragility.  As we 

recognize our common bond of being creatures subject to hurt 

and pain then we will have the potential to experience 

companionship in life’s journey and the possibility of 

compassion for our brothers and sisters on earth.

~~~~~~~~

There is an old Chinese tale about a woman whose only son 
died.  In her grief, she went to the holy man and said, “What 
prayers, what magical incantations do you have to bring my son 
back to life?”  Instead of sending her away or reasoning with 
her, he said to her, “Fetch me a mustard seed from a home that  
has never known sorrow.  We will use it to drive the sorrow out  
of your life.”  The woman set off at once in search of that  
magical mustard seed.  

She came first to a splendid mansion, knocked at the door,  
and said, “I am looking for a home that has never known 
sorrow.  Is this such a place?  It is very important to me,.”  They 
told her, “You’ve certainly come to the wrong place,” and 
began to describe all the tragic things that had recently befallen 
them.  The woman said to herself, “Who is better able to help 
these poor unfortunate people than I, who have had misfortune 
of my own?”  She stayed to comfort them, then went on in her 
search for a home that had never known sorrow.  
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But wherever she turned, in hovels and in palaces, she  
found one tale after another of sadness and misfortune.  
Ultimately, she became so involved in ministering to other 
people’s grief that she forgot about her quest for the magical  
mustard seed, never realizing that it had in fact driven the 
sorrow out of her life (as told in When Bad Things Happen to  
Good People by Rabbi Harold S. Kushner, pages 110-111). 

~~~~~~~~

As we name and recognize our own sorrows and how we are 

connected to other people in our sorrows, as we lament together, 

we are then able to live beyond those very sorrows.  Which 

leads to another step along the path of living with and through 

human pain and tragedy – we are to find a deeper purpose for 

our lives and trust that God will provide us with the strength, the 

hope, the courage to live into that deeper purpose.  Paul, or one 

of Paul’s close followers, wrote to Timothy (who seems to be 

experiencing a crisis of faith or a failure of nerve or some kind 

of fearfulness) – I remind you to rekindle the gift of God that is  
within you...for God did not give us a spirit of cowardice, but  
rather a spirit of power and of love and of self-discipline.  
Remember Paul or his disciple was writing from prison.  The 

author of this letter to Timothy was suffering, but the author was 

reminding Timothy to continue, as he was doing in prison, 

relying on the power of God.  Paul was using his suffering to 

connect to one of his younger companions in the outreach of the 

love of Christ into the world.  Paul was taking his suffering and 

applying it to a grander purpose.  

~~~~~~~~

[[Martin Gray, a survivor of the Warsaw Ghetto and the  
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Holocaust, writes of his life in a book called For Those I Loved. 
He tells how, after the Holocaust, he rebuilt his life, became 
successful, married, and raised a family.  Life seemed good 
after the horrors of the concentration camp. Then one day, his  
wife and children were killed when a forest fire ravaged their  
home in the south of France.  Gray was distraught, pushed 
almost to the breaking point by this added tragedy.  People  
urged hm to demand an inquiry into what caused the fire, but  
instead he chose to put his resources into a movement to protect  
nature from future fires.  He explained that an inquiry, an 
investigation, would focus only on the past, on issues of pain 
and sorrow and blame.  He wanted to focus on the future.  And 
inquiry would set him against other people – “Was someone 
negligent?  Whose fault was it?” – and being against other 
people, setting out to find a villain, accusing other people of  
being responsible for your misery, only makes a lonely person 
lonelier.  Life, he concluded, has to be lived for something, not  
just against something (as told in Kusher’s When Bad Things 
Happen to Good People, pages 136-137).]]

~~~~~~~~

In a sermon entitled “While the Minister is in Jail,” Fred 

Craddock tells this story.  He is making the point that the 

Church is called to focus on serving others.  The Church should 

not be built around one pastor – even Paul of Tarsus.  The 

Church is built upon the grace of Jesus Christ and his mission to 

the needs of humanity.  This story concluded Craddock’s 

sermon and it will mine.  He said:  Years ago I took part in a 
conference at Clemson University in South Carolina.  A 
Catholic priest and I shared the platform.  That evening before I  
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gave my lecture, a young woman began the program with a 
devotional.  I didn’t know her.  She was a young woman, I  
would say in her mid-twenties.  She had pale, blonde, straight  
hair; she was thin, wore no makeup, and had a soft voice.  When 
she got up to give the devotional, she had a yellow legal pad 
with her and I thought, “Well, we are here for the night.” 
Everybody has one sermon.

Her voice was low, but I am sure she was speaking in 
another language.  And then she spoke in another language, and 
then in another language, and then in yet another language.  I  
do not know how many languages; I did not keep count.  But  
what she was doing was saying one thing in the major 
languages of the world.  When she got to German, I thought I  
knew what she said.  When she got to French, I was even more 
confident that I knew what she said.  I suppose she said this one 
thing sixty or seventy times in sixty or seventy languages.  It was 
one sentence, and the last time she spoke it, she spoke it in  
English.  She said, “Mommy, I’m hungry.”

I thought about what she said all the way home that night.  
The first highway billboard I saw going into the north side of  
Atlanta, said this: “All you can eat – $5.99.” but in my head 
was “Mommy, I’m hungry” (The Cherry Log Sermons, p. 88).

~~~~~~~~
Human suffering is real, the Bible does not shy away from the 

fact of our human broken-ness and our ability to hurt and be hurt 

by one another.  The Bible is not silent on these matters, but we 

are given a pathway to redemption – we are entrusted with a 

good treasure – the love, strength, power of God at work 

through us in Christ Jesus our Lord.  Amen. 
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